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Abstract— Spintronic devices based on domain wall
(DW) motion through ferromagnetic nanowire tracks have
received great interest as components of neuromorphic
information processing systems. Previous proposals for
spintronic artificial neurons required external stimuli to per-
form the leaking functionality, one of the three fundamental
functions of a leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neuron. The use
of this external magnetic field or electrical current stimulus
results in either a decrease in energy efficiency or an
increase in fabrication complexity. In this article, we modify
the shape of previously demonstrated three-terminal mag-
netic tunnel junction neurons to perform the leaking opera-
tion without any external stimuli. The trapezoidal structure
causes a shape-based DW drift, thus intrinsically providing
the leaking functionality with no hardware cost. This LIF
neuron, therefore, promises to advance the development of
spintronic neural network crossbar arrays.

Index Terms— Artificial neuron, leaky integrate-and-fire
(LIF) neuron, magnetic domain wall (DW), neural net-
work crossbar, neuromorphic computing, three-terminal
magnetic tunnel junction (3T-MTJ).
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I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN von Neumann computing systems are capable
of efficiently solving staggeringly difficult problems

when provided with a structured data set. However, the human
brain outperforms computers when processing unstructured
real-world information. In fact, the brain is capable of per-
forming these tasks with many orders of magnitude less
energy than is required by computers [1]–[3]. This impres-
sive computational efficiency is, according to neuroscientists,
the result of complex interactions occurring between neu-
rons and synapses. Neurons are complex nerve cells which
integrate electrical signals received via the cells’ dendrites,
originate electrical signals (spikes) in the soma (cell body),
and propagate these signals forward into their axons to con-
vey information. Meanwhile, synapses are the electrically
conductive junctions between the axons of one neuron and
the dendrites of others and permit communication between
neurons.

A primary objective in emulating neurobiological behav-
ior within an artificial system is to efficiently replicate
the neuron and synapse functionalities. This can be emu-
lated with software running on standard computer hard-
ware [4], [5], though such approaches consume signifi-
cantly greater energy than their biological counterparts [6].
Energy improvements have therefore been demonstrated with
dedicated hardware neural networks in which the synapse
and neuron functionalities are replicated with silicon tran-
sistors [2], [3]. However, the history-dependent nature of
much synapse and neuron behavior inspire the use of non-
volatile devices for increased efficiency. To that end, non-
volatile devices such as memristors [7], magnetic skyrmion
tracks [8], and three-terminal magnetic tunnel junctions (3T-
MTJs) [9], [10] have been used that thoroughly mimic the
functionalities of biological synapses. However, replicating
the complex integrative and temporal behaviors occurring
within a neuron’s cell body (soma) has been a greater
challenge.

The implementation of a single-device “leaky integrate-and-
fire” (LIF) neuron has been inhibited by the need to provide
the following functionalities.
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Fig. 1. 8 × 8 neural network. The eight input neurons and the eight
output neurons are connected via 64 synapses.

1) Integration: accumulation of the input signal.
2) Firing: emission of a signal once the accumulated input

signal reaches a particular threshold.
3) Leaking: continuous diminishing of the accumulated

signal.

Several artificial neurons have previously been proposed based
on the CMOS [11], magnetoelectric MTJs [12], spin-transfer
torque random access memory [13], and 3T-MTJs [10], [14].
While most prior works require external circuitry to implement
the leaking, we previously proposed an artificial neuron that
provided all three behaviors with a single 3T-MTJ device [15].

This article proposes an alternative 3T-MTJ neuron in
which the fabrication is simplified by reducing the number
of material layers: the leaking effect provided by the bottom
ferromagnet is instead provided by a shape-based magnetic
domain wall (DW) drift. This effect is explained in Section III
following the neural network and the 3T-MTJ background
in Section II; the neuron functionality is demonstrated in
Section IV, followed by conclusions in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

A hardware neural network requires electrical analogs of
biological neurons and synapses. These devices must be
connected in such a fashion to be compatible with standard
fabrication processes, which give rise to a synapse crossbar
array structure that provides weighted connectivity between
the input and output neurons.

A. Neural Network Crossbar Array

A crossbar neural network consists of synapses and LIF
neurons, as shown in Fig. 1. These components are con-
nected in an N×M crossbar array consisting of N horizontal
wires (word lines) and M vertical wires (bit lines) such that
the crossbar array contains N+M LIF neurons and N×M
synapses. Neurons are placed at the inputs of the word lines
and at the outputs of the bit lines, while the synapses are
placed at the intersections between the word and bit lines.
The individual states of synapses determine the electrical

Fig. 2. Illustration of the functionality of an LIF neuron. An input current
pulse train is shown in (a), while (b) shows the energy stored in the
neuron by a voltage while leaking, integrating, and firing. Labels for the
three features are provided in (c).

connectivity between various input and output neurons, and
therefore the amount of current transmitted from the input
neurons to the output neurons.

B. Synapse

Synapses in a neural network express the degree of correla-
tion or attraction between two neurons, and can be electrically
modulated via conductivity. In the brain, a synapse, which is
also electrically conductive, connects the gap between two
neurons and controls the communication between the two
neurons it connects. The artificial analog of this biological
component performs the same function—it bridges two neu-
rons in a neural network. However, in this case, the weight
between these two neurons is determined during the training
of the neural network. This behavior is readily provided by
nonvolatile devices with multiple resistance states, including
memristors [16], [17] and 3T-MTJ artificial synapses [9], [10].

C. Leaky Integrate-and-Fire Neuron

The LIF neuron has also received much interest as a
representation of biological neuron behavior, and is a slight
modification of the original integrate-and-fire neuron [15].
It emulates the behavior of a biological neuron by receiving
and emitting current spikes. As the name implies, an LIF
neuron exhibits three behaviors—integrating, leaking, and
firing. In integration, a series of current spikes are applied
to the input, causing the neuron’s stored energy to increase.
In leaking, which occurs whenever the input is inactive,
the neuron gradually leaks a small amount of its stored energy.
If presynaptic inputs have caused the neuron’s energy to
exceed a certain threshold level, it will then emanate a current
spike, which flows outward toward various synapses connected
to other neurons. The operation of the neuron is illustrated
in Fig. 2, where the state of the neuron is represented by a
voltage. The operation of an LIF neuron can also be described
by the following equation, where n is the next state of the
neuron, n0 is the current state of the neuron, �t is the time
interval between the states n0 and n, a is an integration term
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Fig. 3. Side (a) and top (b) views of the proposed device. The side view
is identical to that of a conventional 3T-MTJ.

dependent on the state of the neuron and the input signal U ,
and b is a leaking term dependent on the state of the neuron

n = n0+�t ∗ [a(n0, U) − b(n0)]. (1)

D. Three-Terminal Magnetic Tunnel Junction

As shown in Fig. 3(a), the 3T-MTJ consists of a soft
ferromagnetic nanowire track in which a DW can move
relative to an MTJ [18], [19]. On either end of the DW
track are regions of fixed magnetization that prevent the
DW from being annihilated by either end of the nanowire.
Additionally, an MTJ is formed by a tunnel barrier between
the ferromagnetic nanowire and a fixed ferromagnet.

When a current flows through the nanowire track in the
+x (−x) direction, the DW travels in the opposite direction:
−x (+x). As a Néel DW moves, its magnetization state
continually ‘rotates’, or precesses, out of the plane of the DW.
For example, for a DW similar to that in Fig. 3, the DW
precesses in the xy plane. Whenever the DW crosses under
the tunnel barrier, the MTJ resistance across the tunnel barrier
switches between the high-resistance antiparallel state and
the low-resistance parallel state. While initially proposed for
the nonvolatile Boolean logic, this device has more recently
generated significant interest in the context of neuromorphic
computing.

E. 3T-MTJ Neuron With Intrinsic Leaking

Previously, we proposed an LIF neuron using a 3T-MTJ
device with an additional ferromagnetic layer placed under-
neath the nanowire track [15]. The ferromagnet produces
a constant magnetic field oriented in the –z-direction that
causes the DW to gradually travel in the –x-direction. This
allows the device to leak without the use of any additional
current or control circuitry, enabling improved device and

system efficiency. We also proposed a 3T-MTJ neuron using
an anisotropy gradient [20]. This can be implemented using
either Ga+ ion irradiation or a TaOx wedge fabricated on top
of the device.

III. INTRINSICALLY LEAKING 3T-MTJ DEVICE

WITH SHAPE-BASED DW DRIFT

DWs in conventional 3T-MTJ devices have previously been
moved only with externally applied currents or magnetic fields.
However, by modifying the shape of a standard 3T-MTJ
device, the DW can be made to move autonomously as a result
of the nonuniform DW energy landscape resulting from the
nonuniform device width.

A. Device Structure

We propose a novel spintronic neuron that is identical to
the previously described 3T-MTJ devices [18], [19] in all
but one respect: instead of a rectangular x-y cross section,
the ferromagnetic track has a trapezoidal x-y cross section.
While the side view of Fig. 3(a) is unchanged, the top view
of Fig. 3(b) makes this modification clear. Similar to the
conventional 3T-MTJ, there is a Néel DW, in which the
magnetization is in the –z-direction to the left of the DW and
the +z-direction to the right of the DW.

The micromagnetic simulations described in this article
were performed using Mumax3 [21], with a length L
of 250 nm, a left-hand width W1 of 25 nm, a right-hand
width W2 of 100 nm, and a thickness t of 1.5 nm. The fixed
magnetizations at either end of the ferromagnetic nanowire
cover 10 nm from each edge, providing the DW with a 230-nm
range of motion. The materials parameters represent CoFeB,
with an exchange stiffness Aex of 13 × 10−12 J/m, a Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert damping constant α of 0.05, a nonadiabaticity
factor ξ of 0.05, a magnetic saturation value Msat of 1 T,
and a uniaxial anisotropy in the z-direction with a magnitude
of 5 × 105 J/m3. The cell size is 1 × 1 × 1.5 nm3 and the
external magnetic field Bext is 0 T everywhere. The COMSOL
Multiphysics simulator was used to determine the electrical
current density through this trapezoidal structure.

B. Leaking With Shape-Based DW Drift

Because of the trapezoidal structure of the ferromagnetic
nanowire, the energy of a DW is dependent on the position
of the DW along the length of the track [22]. In particular,
the DW energy depends on the shape anisotropy of the
magnetic material, and the asymmetric shape modifies the
demagnetization factor of the magnetic structure. The DW
energy is the highest where the width is the largest and is
the lowest where the width is the smallest. Therefore, in order
to minimize the DW energy, the DW autonomously moves
leftward from higher energy positions on the right (wide) side
of the wire to lower energy positions on the left (narrow) side
of the wire.

This DW motion is observed in the micromagnetic
simulation of Fig. 4. The DW is initialized 175 nm from
the narrow left edge of the nanowire track (75 nm from the
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Fig. 4. Shape-based DW drift with no external stimuli. (a) Position and
instantaneous velocity of the DW as functions of time. The position was
calculated based on the minimum of the absolute value of the z-directed
magnetization along the central axis of the nanowire length; the velocity
was determined using an average DW position calculated from the local
maxima and minima caused by the precession of the DW. Micromagnetic
simulation snapshots are shown for (b) t = 0, (c) t = 22 ns, (d) t = 44 ns,
(e) t = 66 ns, (f) t = 88 ns, and (g) t = 110 ns.

wide right edge) and gradually drifts toward the narrow left
edge. No electrical current or magnetic field is applied. The
DW precesses as it drifts, generating the ripple seen in the
position over time; the DW maintains a steady-state position
while continually precessing once it reaches the stable position
28 nm from the left edge. It can further be seen that the DW
velocity increases as the DW approaches the narrow edge of
the nanowire.

To characterize the strength of this leaking effect, Fig. 5
illustrates the energy landscape as a function of DW position
for three different device geometries: w2 = 50 nm (edge slope
= 0.05), w2 = 100 nm (edge slope = 0.15), and w2 = 150 nm
(slope = 0.25). w1 = 25 nm for all geometries. The force
exerted on the DW in each geometry can be determined by
calculating the slope of the linear region of energy for each
curve. This results in the force exerted on the first DW being
6.73 × 10−13 N, the second DW being 1.84 × 10−13 N,
and the third DW being 2.96 × 10−13 N. These results
show that with a sufficiently large edge slope, the DW can be

Fig. 5. Energy as a function of DW position. As demonstrated in
the figure, as the DW shifts from one end of the DW to the other,
the energy decreases consistently. The absence of local maxima and
minima demonstrates that the DW does not experience pinning.

Fig. 6. Position and instantaneous velocity of the DW for various currents,
calculated similar to Fig. 4. Positions are represented as solid curves,
while velocities are represented by dashed curves. Inset: The time taken
for a DW to shift 100 nm from the stable state (28 nm from the left edge
of the device) as a function of the current passed through the DW track.

designed to ensure that this leaking force exceeds the effective
force exerted by edge defects on any given sample, thereby
preventing DW pinning.

C. Experimental Considerations

The field-free and current-free movement of the DW from
a wider to narrower region of the ferromagnetic track depends
on the energy difference in the demagnetization field due
to the asymmetric shape compared to the pinning energy
of the DW due to the intrinsic and extrinsic defects in
the wire, for example, from dopants and edge roughness [23].
The simulations described throughout this article were per-
formed at zero temperature in a perfect wire without these
pinning effects. Experimental demonstration of the proposed
neuron at room temperature [24] should therefore be feasible
with a sufficiently pristine nanowire. It should also be noted
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Fig. 7. (a) Applied current and DW position as a function of time,
demonstrating the leaking and integrating functionalities of the neuron
at zero temperature. (b) Micromagnetic simulation snapshots are shown
for (b) t = 0, (c) t = 2 ns, (d) t = 17 ns, (e) t = 32 ns, (f) t = 34 ns,
(g) t = 64 ns, (h) t = 66 ns, and (i) t = 96 ns.

that while the simulation results shown here are related to Néel
DWs, similar results can be achieved with Bloch DWs.

IV. ARTIFICIAL NEURON WITH SHAPE-BASED

DW DRIFT

The shape-based DW drift provides a native representation
of neuron leaking that enables simplification of the device
structure. Whereas previous spintronic neuron proposals have
required external currents, magnetic fields, or additional device
layers, the shape-based DW drift enables an artificial 3T-MTJ
neuron with intrinsic leaking capability. The integration and
firing capabilities are retained in a manner similar to previous
proposals [14], rounding out the requirements for an LIF
neuron.

A. Integration of Externally Applied Current

As described in [15], current through the device is integrated
through motion of the DW. The DW velocity is dependent on

Fig. 8. Applied current and DW position as a function of time,
demonstrating the leaking and integrating functionalities of the neuron
at room temperature (T = 300 K).

the applied current as shown in Fig. 6, with larger currents
causing faster integration of the externally applied signal. With
this trapezoidal prism, the DW velocity is also influenced by
the width, as discussed previously in relation to the leaking;
the DW moves faster where the width is smaller. To cause the
neuron to fire, it is necessary that the DW passes underneath
the tunnel barrier; the applied current magnitude must there-
fore be sufficient to overcome the pinning and leaking forces
near the tunnel barrier and throughout the structure to the left
of the tunnel barrier.

B. Integration and Leaking With Shape-Based DW Drift

The combined integration and leaking behavior of the
proposed neuron is demonstrated in Fig. 7. A 2-ns period
of integration with a 50-μA current is followed by a 30-ns
period of leaking during which no current flows through the
ferromagnetic track. This pattern repeats twice for a total
runtime of 96 ns. As can be seen in the simulation results,
the DW position increases rapidly when current is applied
during the integration periods and precesses while decreasing
gradually when leaking in the absence of any external stimuli.
The noise tolerance of the system is demonstrated in the room
temperature simulation of Fig. 8.

This combination of integrating and leaking can be
described by the following equation, where x is the next DW
position, x0 is the current position, �t is the interval between
the points in time at which the DW position is measured, a is
the integrating term dependent on both x0 and input current I ,
and b is the leaking term dependent only on x0

x = x0+�t ∗ [a(x0, I ) − b(x0)]. (2)

Equation (2) is analogous to (1), with the state of the neuron
represented by the DW position. Additionally, it can be seen
that both the integration and leaking terms are dependent on
the DW position.
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C. Firing Through Magnetoresistance Switching

In an LIF neuron, the firing commences when enough
energy has been stored in the neuron. In the case of the
proposed 3T-MTJ neuron, firing occurs when the DW has
passed underneath the tunnel barrier and the fixed ferromagnet
and switching the MTJ from its high-resistance state to its low-
resistance state. This state change can provide a voltage pulse
that can be used as an output spike that provides a current
pulse to downstream synapses and neurons.

V. CONCLUSION

This article proposes an LIF neuron that uses shape-based
magnetic DW drift to leak without any external stimuli by
altering the shape of a standard 3T-MTJ device. The proposed
trapezoidal structure creates regions of higher and lower
energy states for the DW, causing the DW to autonomously
drift toward the narrower edge that corresponds to lower
DW energies. This proposed neuron is an improvement over
previous spintronic LIF neurons, which require an additional
ferromagnetic layer or the application of electrical current to
induce the neuron leaking. This structure provides improve-
ments in both power dissipation and ease-of-fabrication, and
is therefore an important potential building block of future
neuromorphic information processing systems.
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